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TRACTION EXPERTS RIDE IN MORGAN'S PRIVATE CAR IN GREAT FRANCHISE STEAL

J. P. Morgan Makes Dizzy Fisher and Wernow With Luxury in a Sun Parlor—Why Settle Traction Question in Atlanta City?

WHAT IF A CAR OPERATOR HAD BUTTED IN?

2,000,000 People Sit Quietly and See Most Idiotic Game Played by Chicago Tramway, the Field Estab: and Lesser Schmucks—What of Men Who Do All the Work?

B. & O. SLAYS AND GIRLPLES SCORES

Bradley Railroad Management Falls to Break Its Own Murderous Record.

40 DYE; 10 TORTURED

Oil Year Ends With Awful Disaster—Overwork Tramways Arrested—Will Congress New Establish Railroad Safety Laws on Railroads?

TRAFFIC LINES OUT PRO-UNION FACTS

Labor Conspiracy Trial Shows Workers Have No Right to Give Evidence to Show Honorable Intent.

Judge Bell, voting away all of the evidence tending to show that the trusts have been in the habit of making a special effort to afford a possible sentiment for breaking the strikes, the jury returned a verdict of not guilty, without even appealing it to the people. The workers will now have to face the same conditions that they have been accustomed to in the past. The strike has been a complete failure.

DEATH IN THE WRECK

The 12 year old daughter of Henry B. Thomas, 12 years old, was killed yesterday in the wreck of the street railway in Chicago. She was on the roof of the car when it derailed, and was caught by the tire. The child was thrown into the air and landed on the tracks. She was taken to the hospital, where she lingered for two hours, and then died.

MARTIN DALLAS, BROOKLYN, LIFE AWAY TO FRIGHTEN

More than 1000 men were killed in the crash of the Brooklyn Life boat in the East River yesterday. The life boat had been carrying 120 passengers, and the steamer was about to leave for the West End when the boat struck a dam. The passengers were thrown out and the boat sank. The bodies of the people were later recovered and are now being identified.

MARKET GAMBLES, BROKEN

A heavy fog settled over the city last night, and the market was closed. The bulls and bears were on the lookout for a chance to make a move, but the market was closed. The bulls and bears were on the lookout for a chance to make a move, but the market was closed. The bulls and bears were on the lookout for a chance to make a move, but the market was closed. The bulls and bears were on the lookout for a chance to make a move, but the market was closed.
SIBERIAN DOCTOR ESCAPES TO CHICAGO

"Official Anarchy" in Russia
Little Children Tried by Court Martial and Executed.
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The Old Year and the New
RISING OUT THE OLD, RISING IN THE NEW
Twelve months have been added to the years of already
existing civilization. These twelve months have been
piled with emotion and excitement, with success and
failure, with progress and stagnation, with millions of
ever-larger, with the growing at every second speed of
treacherous capitalism. The old year has brought us
men, with greater weakness in the forces of capitalism, as
with increasing eminence in the forces of socialism, and
with a clearer definition of the class struggle, with growing
certainty of the triumph of the proletariat.
We are looking ahead a long distance.

SOME THINGS THE DEPARTING OLD YEAR LEAVES BEHIND GLADLY.

U P AND DOWNS

The following story is told by one of the characters from Chicago, IL. Playing at the Carnegie Library, Boston, Mass., during Christmas week.

Mr. and Mrs. William Brown, both so well known to the neighborhood, decided that they would have a lovely party on Christmas Eve. The idea was to have a dance and a nice Christmas dinner on the top story room. As the idea was so last minute, there was no time to advertise. So no one knew about the party except the couple. When the time came, they decided to invite a few friends to join them.

When the time came, they decided to invite a few friends to join them.

The party was a huge success. The guests enjoyed themselves and left with great stories.

The Brown's enjoyed themselves and invited several more friends to join them for next year's party.

THE DRAMATIC ART

Arthor Atwood Lewis


A Laugh or A Smile

By P. B.

Uncommonplace

"This man was the采点 at the next meeting, but at the next meeting, he was the best

Our statistical data:

A man with a beard, who is seen to be sampling from a bar.

What Some of Our Friends Say

One or two ideas which have been discussed and the opinions of our readers who
have expressed their views on the matter, are as follows:

Objections to Socialism

One of the chief objections which is offered is that socialism would lead to the
abolition of individualism and the destruction of Western civilization. Western
society today is based on individualism and the freedom to pursue one's own
interests. Socialism would lead to the end of this freedom and the destruction of
Western civilization.

John D. Rockefeller

"If everyone has a say in how the world is run, then the world will be a better
place."

The Analysis of Henry James, the novelist, have broadened our reading.

Our Statistical Data

An ancient joke from the time of Jesus.

What Some of Our Friends Say

The cartoon shows the journey of a man and a woman who are walking along a path.

A man with a beard, who is seen to be sampling from a bar.